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“It gives me great pleasure that we are collaborating with Facebook to get 

South Africans and the world to travel again in the Covid-19 era and beyond. 

We are excited about this collaboration and believe it will grow over the 

years to showcase more of our South African cities and our vibrant rural 

offerings for both local and international tourists. Through technology and 

digital marketing on the City Guide platform and others within the Facebook 

ecosystem, we can imprint a memorable experience for all to enjoy.

Our urban spaces remain appealing destinations for various travellers,

with abundant, diverse, world-class, safe attractions supported by transport 

and communications infrastructure that beats the best in the world.”

Mmamoloko Kubayi-Ngubane
Minister of Tourism

THE FIRST
COMMUNITY CITY GUIDE OF JOBURG

BY FACEBOOK COMMUNITIES
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Welcome to the city of many names - Johannesburg, Joburg, Jozi, also known by 

its vernacular name, eGoli, which means the City of Gold. It is South Africa’s second 

largest city with a population of over 3 million and was established in 1886 - the city 

turned 134 years this October.

The city is a fantastic destination for travellers as it offers a rich history, diverse 

cultures, incredible food and amazing nightlife. Whether it’s your favourite 

destination in SA or not, Jozi is a fascinating city of many aspects, and given

some time and energy, you too will be hooked on exploring its vibrant, colourful, 

bustling streets and markets.

No matter where you’re from, all roads lead to Jozi, the city that never sleeps, 

offering opportunities to people who visit or live in the city. Local small businesses 

bring personality and richness to communities, their impact goes beyond creating 

jobs - they are woven into the fabric of what makes Johannesburg what it is. 

Let’s help these businesses take charge of their future as they rebuild, re-engineer 

and recover from this challenging and uncertain year by bolstering tourism.

After a long and lonely Covid-19 lockdown, locals are also emerging into their city, 

rediscovering the joy of its streets and the intrigue of its vibrant small business 

community with quality products from throughout the continent. This guide

will captivate them as well, whilst showcasing the way to undiscovered pleasures.

On a guided walk, you will experience and enjoy much of what the inner city has to 

offer and learn more of its history and heritage based on the gold under its streets. 

Browse its museums and art galleries, spend a Saturday at one of the busy vibrant 

markets, buy yourself some bright African clothing, try a dish or two of African 

cuisine, and you’ll be back, we promise.

Now, allow the Facebook groups and members of the Jozi community to ‘plug’ 

(connect) you to the city’s local hidden attractions and businesses.

Welcome to Jozi

INTRODUCTION
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01
VIBRANT MARKETS

By Markets Around Johannesburg &
I Know A Guy

What one can appreciate about our city is the fact that it 

always spoils us with choices, especially when it comes

to markets. Regardless of what you’re searching for, there’s 

always a market waiting for you to explore its goods.

Markets Around Johannesburg and I Know A Guy share a 

variety of markets with their wide range of stalls operated by 

dedicated small business owners.
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THE ALTERNATRIBE STRANGE SUNDAYS 
ALTERNATIVE MARKET | 22 Wilge St, Honeydew, Roodepoort

Held at Rusty Hook in Honeydew on the first Sunday of every month, this 
distinctly different market caters for Jozi’s alternative scene – expect handmade 
goth, punk, vintage, rocker and steampunk art, clothing, jewellery, music, decor, 
books, fandom and more! The market has been running since April 2019 and is 
now well established!
 
Alternatribe features regular vendors such as Solsken Clothing, The Silk Road by 
Angelique, Dreampunk Steamporium, Wagafa Posters, and Yum-Mee Treats, and 
if you’re into body decoration you could even find a visiting tattoo artist.

ROSEBANK ROOFTOP 
SUNDAY MARKET | 50 Bath Ave, Rosebank

This is the market that has so many people addicted to markets. Spread over 
the top floor parking deck, it’s huge and the diversity is absolutely out of this 
world. With over 200 traders, there are literally too many types of stalls to even 
start mentioning, but I always stop (and spend too much money at) the
second-hand book stall (my personal kryptonite) and my guy spends too much 
time (and money) at the knife stalls. There’s kids’ entertainment, gourmet food 
stalls, and the local art is a strong drawcard for those looking to invest in an 
emerging artist! 

BRYANSTON ORGANIC 
MARKET | 40 Culross Rd, Bryanston, Sandton

The fact that this market opens on Thursdays, Saturdays and public holidays 
makes it one of its biggest draws - you can shop when it’s less crowded.
The market is madly popular and a little pricey, but the quality is incredible. 
Apart from the organic fruit and veggies, the 90 stalls stock clothing mostly 
made from natural fabrics, gifts, jewellery, and cater for vegetarian and vegan 
customers – the vegan bakes are a must to taste! 

As Jozi’s oldest outdoor market, the Bryanston Organic Market has been 
running since 1976 and makes a point of supporting local craftspeople and 
entrepreneurs. Handmade soaps with esoteric names like Lemongrass
and Charcoal draw the crowds, as do the Platteland Naartjie and Mieliemeal 
soaps. Covid-19 has affected small businesses, so the market can allow in only
a limited number of visitors at a time – make sure you’re early. 
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NEIGHBOURGOODS 
MARKET | 73 Juta St, Braamfontein

A review on the Neighbourgoods Market website speaks of the delight of 
seeing what society should be – the interaction between folks enjoying 
the same food, chat and ambience. Like most markets, Neighbourgoods 
vendors stock a miscellany of goods, ranging from handmade jewellery to 
clothes in soft wearable fabrics. Food vendors tempt visitors with dishes 
ranging from mushrooms, seafood, ostrich meat, to Ethiopian, Indian 
and traditional shakshuka. If you’re at a loss on a Saturday, join the fun 
at Neighbourgoods and make new friends with BraamBaes 
(Braamfontein lovers).

VEGAN HIPPIE CONNECTION 
MARKET | 25 Braeside Rd, Greenside, Randburg

It happens once a month at Pirates Club in Greenside, and the food is 
fantastic no matter your culinary orientation. Think Jackfruit Nachos, 
Tofu Bao Bun and the chocolate doughnut!  There are also quite a few 
hippie clothing items (think tie dyed and bright colours), and esoteric 
stalls. The market dates from 2016, and regular vendors include
All Things Soy, Vegeata, the Flipside Café, and many more. Should
you think that vegan means no cheese, you need to suss out Irene’s 
Gourmet – you’ll change your mind with the first bite! So, if your tastes 
are adventurous, and you’re thinking of giving up meat, this is the
market to visit! 

“I am absolutely market mad. I would always rather #supportlocal 
#buyhandmade and #shopoutdoors than go to a mall, so I wanted to 
have a space where people like me could find out what’s happening in 
their local market sphere. It’s also good to think that we’re supporting 
small local businesses! People have ended up sharing the coolest 
markets all over Joburg, so we’ve definitely discovered some gems! 
Mission Accomplished!”

Meryl Rosenberg 
Markets Around Johannesburg Group Admin
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02
AFRICAN CUISINE

By Township FoodSpots & 
City Skate Tours

 Joburg’s diverse and vibrant cultures from

all over the continent has meant that proudly African cuisines 

have become second nature to those who are happy to 

experiment. Township FoodSpots and City Skate Tours 

unveils cuisine spots around Joburg that will have you back 

for more before you know it. 
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THE ESTABLISHMENT | Diepkloof Square, Cnr Eben 
Cuyler & Immink Drive, Zone 1, Diepkloof

Soweto’s latest culinary upmarket and upbeat cocktail lounge, bar, grill 
and nightclub delivers a foodie experience that will have you raving 
for days afterwards. This urban cocktail lounge is located in Diepkloof, 
the large space is decorated to rival lounges in the Joburg’s northern 
suburbs, and it’s a place made for pure unadulterated fun. The menu 
includes burgers and double burgers, pork ribs, chicken wings and 
platters for sharing, all prepared carefully with every client top of mind, 
and the prices are good.

MOJA CAFE | 5976 Skota St, Orlando East, Soweto

Moja Café is a vibrant food spot in Orlando East, one of the most famous 
townships in Soweto. This is the place where influencers and music
lovers like to meet, chill and experience good vibes and good music along 
with local food favourites, from traditional cuisine to grilled platters.
Moja Cafe regularly hosts gigs involving some of the best musicians and 
DJs in Mzansi (South Africa). A perfect place to hook up with friends and 
have fun while having your car cleaned at their car wash.

SAKHUMZI RESTAURANT | 6980 Vilakazi St,
Orlando West, Soweto

Vilakazi Street is the mecca of tourism in Soweto, and Sakhumzi is 
arguably the favourite among locals and tourists for its hospitality, its 
wide range of traditional cuisines and local wines. Ranked 4/5 on a
well-known tourist review website, it’s the place to come and unwind 
to South African contemporary jazz classics and some Afropop with 
family or friends. Sakhumzi is well known to tour guides, who bring their 
busloads for the lunch buffets at excellent value. 

“Township FoodSpots was created to celebrate and promote black 
owned, township-based food spots, from formal restaurants to informal 
street cuisine. Realising how we often overlook these establishments for 
bigger franchises, we decided to create a platform where members can 
recommend township eateries they’ve either just discovered or regularly 
enjoy visiting. By doing so, they promote these small establishments 
at no cost to the owner. Owners are also welcome to promote their 
businesses on our platform too.”

Tebele Letsoalo 
Township FoodSpots Group Admin
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GRILLS AT T&H
ALEXANDRA | 1380 E Bank Ave, Alexandra

Scrumptious wings and the best hangout in Alex perfectly describes 
Grills at T&H, an outdoor lifestyle hangout spot in Alexandra, just 
across Sandton. Alex, a world of so many contrasts, presents a certain 
mysterious backdrop to its venues, and it’s no different here. Grills 
at T&H offers an experience that allows you to sink into the scenery 
while enjoying music, beers and cocktails, and treating yourself to their 
famous grilled wings.

YEOVILLE DINNER CLUB | 24 Rockey St, Bellevue, 
Johannesburg

Amazing African food combined with stories from across Africa and the 
world told by Chef Sanza. The Yeoville Dinner Club in the Pan African 
neighbourhood of Yeoville is a mix of good food, deep conversation 
and rich stories from chef Sanza about his travels around the world, 
especially Africa. All the food on the menu is Africa inspired and mostly 
locally sourced from the food merchants and vendors found in the 
neighbourhood. This experience feels like a village feast, where everyone 
is invited to get to know the next person by swapping places with 
people you didn’t arrive with. I think this is my favourite part of the whole 
experience – a chance to meet new people over a wholesome plate
of food! 

LITTLE ADDIS CAFE | 280 Fox Street, Johannesburg

The first Ethiopian restaurant in the Maboneng precinct run by the 
colourful Kassa, is an excellent spot to experience the city’s tastiest 
Ethiopian food while taking in the diverse and vibrant Maboneng street 
culture. The restaurant’s famous meat and veggie combo injera platter 
will have you groaning and asking for more – it’s one of the dishes his 
mother taught Kassa to cook as a young man in Ethiopia. When he takes 
off his chef’s hat and puts on his storytelling one, he becomes a riveting 
storyteller, who gives you a better understanding of the neighbourhood 
while sharing his stories. Little Addis is closed on a Monday.

TOP TIP: YEOVILLE DINNER CLUB 
Oh yes, it’s right next to the House of Tandoor, a popular reggae
and dancehall club on Rockey Street. Ask for Banks, who can show you 
around while you’re in the neighbourhood. NB – No Ubers are allowed on 
Rockey Street, so it’s best to hire a car to drop you off and pick you up. 
Or ask Chef Sanza about transport, he’s more than happy to help out.
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03
INDULGE IN

VARIOUS FESTIVITIES
By City Skate Tours

Joburg does its best to be the life and soul of the party,

with fun festivities happening all year round.

City Skate Tours have listed places you simply can’t miss

if you want to have fun!
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CURIOCITY BACKPACKERS | 302 Fox St, Jeppestown

A great spot to meet people, both local and foreign, with the best bar in
Maboneng. Curiocity Backpackers is Johannesburg’s first inner city 
backpackers- established in 2013 by Bheki Dube. Curiocity offers multiple 
activities around the city such as cycle tours, walking tours, penthouse 
dinners etc. all aiming to give people an opportunity to experience Joburg 
on a deeper level. As its name implies, Curiocity is all about “connecting 
the curious”. Book your tour with them at Maboneng.

HOME OF THE BEAN | Maboneng Precinct, 24 Albrecht 
St, Jeppestown

When you read the title, you know that this must be about coffee. 
And indeed it is – Home of the Bean, is a coffee shop with a small garden 
area, one of few green spaces in Maboneng, and a great spot to meet 
local creatives over a cuppa java. Owner Leroy, also a radiographer, 
loves to educate his patrons about coffee, how and where it’s grown, and 
the fair trade that goes into creating each brew, he says that creating 
great coffee is a mixture of art and science. The small, intimate and 
sophisticated space is housed in what was the Cosmopolitan Hotel, and 
brims with creatives brainstorming their art and craft.

HALLMARK HOTEL ROOFTOP | Maboneng 
Precinct, 54 Siemert Rd, New Doornfontein

With its reputation as the ultimate rooftop in Johannesburg, the Hallmark 
Hotel 999 is possibly the best spot to have a long and lazy, bespoke 
brunch in the city while admiring the spectacular 360° cityscape, 
especially after doing a skate or cycle tour. While the inner city may not 
be the most aesthetically pleasing urban area when observed from the 
ground, views from above are sure to change your perception of just 
how beautiful Joburg is from the sky – it’s a photographer’s dream. The 
wraparound balcony allows myriad focal points, and on Sundays there’s 
live music to help the bottomless cocktails go down. 
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“The City Skate Tours page is a list of my favourite places to go to in 
the inner city when looking for an urban experience in Joburg; I’m a big 
fan of urban spaces and love spending time in cities to learn and better 
understand how people live in them. This city is full of hidden gems and 
the best way to discover them is by connecting to the people and locals 
of Johannesburg – hopefully these recommendations give you a richer 
and in-depth feel and experience of my city. ”

Ayanda Mnyandu  
City Skate Tours Page Admin

THE UNTITLED
BASEMENT | 7 Reserve St, Johannesburg

The Untitled Basement in Braamfontein is half of a two-in-one venue – 
the other half is the restaurant Artivist, and the combination provides you 
with a great evening of excellent food, art, music and sheer ambience. 
Decorated in warm colours, the Basement has created a centre stage 
so that all customers can easily see the performers. The events staged 
here offer visitors an opportunity to see performances by some of South 
Africa’s top artists, include Samthing Soweto, Sampa The Great,
Urban Village and many more. Altogether a great night spot for live music 
and/or a DJ.

NIKS BAR | 19 Keyes Ave, Rosebank

The new alcohol-free space on Keyes Avenue has been cleverly named 
Niks Bar – no alcohol is served, and the word “niks” is Afrikaans for 
“nothing”. The idea was born out of Covid-19 and the ban on booze that 
put many folks in the hospitality industry out of work. It’s a non-profit 
operation to preserve the livelihood of bartenders and mixologists, and 
allows local bartenders to work shifts, take home tips and profit share
in the business. A wonderful concept that provides locked-down 
residents and visitors with a great evening out in a great bar, with no 
trouble attached.

THE LANDMARK COCKTAIL BAR | Cnr William 
Nicol & Ballyclare Dr Bryanston Shopping Centre, Bryanston

As its name indicates, the Landmark Cocktail Bar in the Bryanston 
Shopping Centre bases its cocktail themes around Jozi landmarks. 
Barmen trawl the streets for landmarks that will inspire cocktails named 
after them, and the names of the drinks are changed every six months,
so no boredom attached here. An impressive menu shows a list of no 
fewer than 100 cocktails, and the ambience of the bar itself is welcoming 
and warm, with a fire in winter. It’s an upmarket establishment,
so expect prices to be on the high side, but it’s well worth a visit for a
special occasion. 
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04
JOZI’S

GREEN SPACES
By Jozi Rediscovered  & I Know A Guy

Jozi Rediscovered and I Know A Guy takes you to

the greener side of Joburg with its more than 10 million trees, 

home to one of the world’s biggest man-made urban forests.
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THE WILDS, HOUGHTON | Houghton Dr, 
Houghton Estate

Once a no-go zone, The Wilds has been reclaimed as a restorative 
40 hectares green space, thanks to artist James Delaney and his 
band of volunteers. An indigenous park from the 1930s, The Wilds was 
abandoned through the decades and became dangerous to walk alone 
in. Living next to the park, Delaney realised that he should do something, 
and slowly began cutting away undergrowth and trimming trees. 
He was joined by volunteers, one of whom organised “clean-up hikes”, 
and over four or five years they removed 40 to 50 truckloads of dead 
wood. Now the park is a haven for city-dwellers, with beautiful stone 
pathways, indigenous vegetation, prodigious views of the Joburg skyline, 
picnics on Giraffe Lawn, and metal animal sculptures. Entry is free; the 
small car park off Houghton Drive often overflows but alternative parking 
can be found at St John’s Preparatory School in St Patrick Road.  

ROBYN PARK, JUKSKEI PARK | Klein-Jukskeirivier, 
Jukskei Park

Joburg North is known for shopping malls and bling, but hidden in a 
suburb close to Fourways is Robyn Park, a public park next to the Klein 
Jukskei River, maintained by the surrounding community. It’s kid-friendly 
(swings and zip-lines hang from huge wattle trees), dog-friendly, packed 
with birdlife, and it boasts a coffee cart and a BMX track. There is
a 2km MTB trail that is shared with walkers, while CrossFit groups 
regularly work out near the entrance, get there as early as possible over 
a weekend. There are no restroom facilities, and entrance is free.

KLIPRIVIERSBERG NATURE RESERVE | 129 
Peggy Vera Rd, Kibler Park, Johannesburg South

Feels like you’re in the bush – in Joburg’s Southern suburbs! The 
Kliprivierberg Nature Reserve is the largest proclaimed nature 
reserve in Joburg’s Metro: it’s 640 hectares of veld, koppies (small hill 
in a generally flat area), and wildlife. It lies between the Free State 
grasslands and the Gauteng bushland, with the Klipriviersberg range in 
the Northern part of the reserve, sloping to the grasslands in the South. 
Its biodiversity yields aspects from the historical to several species of 
red data plants. You’ll surely see at least some fauna such as Zebra, Red 
Hartebeest, Black Wildebeest, Blesbok, Springbok, Mountain Reedbuck 
and Duiker, if not all at the same time.

“Jozi Rediscovered is a blog that tells the stories of Johannesburg’s 
people and places. The blog’s Facebook page is an extension of the 
blog, where fans and friends can share their love of a city that’s
often challenging, but where beauty can be found beneath its gritty 
surface.”

Ang Lloyd 
Jozi Rediscovered Group and Blog Admin 
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The reserve will take your breath away – quite literally if you opt for 
some of the trails (don’t be fooled by the short distances shown on the 
literature). Get there very early over weekends, especially in the summer 
(it’s open from sunrise to sunset). There’s a small coffee shop at the 
entrance, and regular guided hikes are offered. Entrance is free.

HUDDLE PARK | Club St, Linksfield

On the border of Joburg’s north-east is a serene space attached to a golf 
course. Take an amble through the park and be mesmerised by the old 
trees on one of the easy-to-follow walking routes. MTB trails intersect 
with running and walking trails, and there’s a separate dog park for 
fur-friends. The R50 adult day-pass is steep but worth it if you spend 
a couple of hours or more here (it’s also cashless so bring your card). 
Weekends are busy but you can grab really good coffee at the on-site 
car wash open from 8:00am daily.

ZOO LAKE | Parktown, Braamfontein Spruit

One of Johannesburg’s most popular outdoor places is Zoo Lake, close 
to the Joburg Zoo. It’s very busy over weekends, but aside from a picnic 
there’s masses to do in the form of visiting the zoo, swimming in the Zoo 
Lake swimming pool, or popping in at the SA Museum of Military History. 
You can hire a boat and row around the lake, but make sure to have 
lifejackets on the kids when you do so. Stroll around the two lakes, which 
will take a couple of hours depending on which route you follow, spring is 
the best time for this with the wonderful fresh greenery surrounding the 
lake. There are designated braai areas and picnic spots on the lawns, 
and the kiddies will love to feed the ducks with the remainder of their 
sandwiches. To satisfy your inner Robin Hood, pop into the archery club 
and see what they can offer you. 

EMMARENTIA DAM | Braamfontein Spruit 

All the trees are brown, and the sky is grey. OK, that’s a crib from a 
popular song, but it could well describe Emmarentia Dam in its stark 
winter beauty. As the first spring warmth creeps in, the dam area with 
its surrounding small bushlands is a thing of beauty, reflections on the 
water changing every minute and canoes and kayaks zipping up and 
down. During the week, the area is not too busy except for the dog park 
which has pooches of all shapes and sizes running around in hysterical 
fun. Walkers walk, joggers jog, and everyone has a smiling “good 
morning” for everyone else. There’s a canoe club and a sailing club, 
with facilities in the buildings near the bridge; boats can be hired on a 
first come first serve basis. But first and foremost, the dam is a training 
spot for kayakers and canoeists who take their sport very seriously. A 
picnic at the side of the dam is enhanced by the flocks of ibis, ducks and 
Egyptian geese waddling around waiting for leftovers. There’s no
entry fee for the area; beware though if you’re taking photographs, the 
faux rangers will want to charge you a “photography fee”. 
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05
JOZI’S FASHION

By Reabetswe Ngwane & City Skate Tours

 Joburg is one of the country’s fashion capitals. 

It is also home to various expressions of beauty and fashion, 

including the most popular thrifting spots in CBD

(Central Business District). Reabetswe, Entrepreneur and 

small business owner as well City Skate Tours share fashion 

and retail small businesses that offer unique and trendy 

clothing that suit various tastes in style.
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ATYRE | Available at The Space Store, Shop GF07 
Rosebank Mall

Atyre is a premium producer and retailer of handmade bags, not only 
beautifully designed and made to last, but friendly to the environment 
and socially inclusive. All their bags are handcrafted from strong 
upcycled tyre material and carefully selected textiles from their local 
suppliers. Their proudly South African creative team works relentlessly 
to deliver sophisticated, stylish designs that enable their customers to 
express their personality. Their vision is to become a global leader in 
sustainable fashion and a game changer in Africa and are committed 
to continually innovating the craft of bag-making, not only to be 
ecologically friendly and sustainable, but also socially inclusive by 
working with local communities to eradicate poverty.

AALIYAH MAKONI | Online store, www.aaliyahmakoni.com

This is a brand that is made in Africa for the world. Established in 2011, 
Aaliyah Makoni is a brand born out of a tonne of passion. If you’re
crazy about bright and bold prints, then head to this small business which 
specialises in handmade bags and accessories. Their love for prints
and textiles, unique patterns and designs inspires them. This is all 
manifested in unique scrunchies, cushions and scented candles that
add just the right amount of colour to any ensemble or decor. Their pieces 
are affordable and limited editions, handmade with love
and not mass produced. 

“As a small business myself, I know how hard and challenging this year 
has been on us all. I wanted to highlight some local small businesses 
that are the hearts of a few communities in Johannesburg and some of 
my personal favourites at the moment.”

Reabetswe Ngwane  
Founder of Atyre 

ANGALIA APPAREL | Online Store, www.angaliaapparel.com

Angalia is a Swahili word meaning “look” or “envision”. This collection
uses African print, an attention to detail and a futuristic and unstructured 
take on couture! Classic silhouettes are given a modern edge for the 
Angalia woman, who is the definition of strength; taking risks fearlessly to 
pursue her dreams. Their aim is to build a luxury premium-clothing brand 
with a focus on making locally produced African garments of the best 
quality and craftsmanship.
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HANNAH LAVERY | 34 4th Ave, Parkhurst, Randburg

All about comfort and ease - the midpoint between pyjamas and power 
suits, comfort and confidence. Hannah Lavery is a design house for 
women’s apparel based in Cape Town, South Africa, with their flagship 
store in Johannesburg. Their range is softly tailored for busy women 
who collect compliments – simple clothing solutions for complicated 
lives, enhanced by leather shoes and bags. Inspired by the diversity 
of women’s shapes and lives, it offers a complete wardrobe in neutral 
tones with clear lines and kind-to-your-skin materials. Cross-seasonal 
and organically updated, the range is for those who want to dress with 
ease and have wardrobes with longevity. The brand was established in 
2012 with the aim of creating an experience for their customers that is 
personal, comfortable and one that builds a lasting relationship. 

FUTURE SOCKS | Available at the AfricaRise Store,
Shop U73 Sandton City

Socks are there to keep your feet warm, yes? Definitely no if you’re crazy 
about socks that are unique and exciting to show off. Future Socks is a 
business founded by Thabo Motsoane that represents everyone who 
loves the African continent. The mix of student cultures in Braamfontein 
resulted in new and varied fashions for hairstyles, dances, and clothes – 
and Future Socks was born. Made from the finest bamboo this footwear 
is anti-bacterial, sweat resistant, durable, and colourful enough to light 
up the night. 

FLAIR VINTAGE | Cnr Bree & Miriam Makeba Street,
Newtown

Style with elegance is the name of the game at this great spot in 
Newtown for vintage clothing at an affordable price. Collecting vintage 
clothing and predicting future trends is a big part of the business, you 
can also find clothes for school kids, varsity students, celebs and trendy 
folk. While you’re there, contact Smadzadza from CavaiJozi Thrifting 
Tours on (+27 84 425 6446), she is well respected, connected, and the 
best person to show you other thrifting stores around Newtown.
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06
ART & CULTURE

By Visual Arts Network of South Africa (VANSA)
Group & City Skate Tours

Jozi city, as it’s fondly named by those who love its ongoing 

vibrant and dynamic influence on popular culture, is a 

magnet for artists and art lovers countrywide. But the various 

genres of art are sometimes difficult for the visitor to find, so 

VANSA and City Skate Tours are here to take you through the 

creative niches in the city where art and historic collections 

abound, to suit any taste and pocket.
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“VANSA is a group where art practitioners can discuss and share 
opportunities, knowledge, resources, networks and projects that are 
concerned with realising new social, cultural and economic possibilities 
for contemporary art practice in the South African and wider African 
context.”

Refilwe Nkomo
VANSA Group Admin

MABONENG TOWNSHIP
ART EXPERIENCE | 4th Ave, Alexandra

The brainwave behind the Maboneng Township Art Experience was to 
“Turn Townships into Towns through Art”, and unique tour operators 
have done exactly that. Half-day or full day tours of Alexandra arts 
and heritage experience deepens your understanding of the creativity, 
history and food of this community, and an idea of its future through 
the eyes of its artists. Tour gallery homes and meet the artists who are 
the backbone of this organization; join the interactive arts and music 
workshops for fun with the residents.

On a guided ride from Maboneng to Soweto, you’ll drive down Vilakazi 
Street and be welcomed into homes displaying wonderful street art and 
graffiti. The Hector Pieterson Museum, Mandela Family Museum and the 
Apartheid Museum can also be found in the same street. For a special 
visit with someone who understands the deepest dynamics of the two 
communities, contact Curiocity and One Day Africa at Maboneng.

AGOG GALLERY | 12 Lower Ross St, New Doornfontein

Also in the Maboneng Precinct, the Agog Gallery at 12 Ross Street prides 
itself on its collection of new and established Contemporary African 
artists, both local and international. Exhibitions have been somewhat 
curtailed due to the Covid-19 virus, so keep an eye on Agog’s Facebook 
page to check on upcoming shows. The AGOG is also home to The Nine 
Barrels Wine Bar & Restaurant and the Q Club whisky and gin bar, with 
the resident DJ providing background music.

KEYES ART MILE | 21 Keyes Ave, Rosebank 

Rosebank has grown up! The Keyes Art Mile development has created 
a new, vibrant and exciting design and art centre with the Trumpet 
building as its hub. Close to shopping malls, local design and art 
galleries grace the enormous atrium, with coffee shops and design 
stores opening onto a street lined with wild olive trees. Upstairs you’ll 
find sophisticated restaurants and bars catering for that special 
occasion, while next door and further down the street are galleries 
catering for any genre of art you could wish for. There’s a street party 
every first Thursday of the month, with pop up food stalls and music, and 
art galleries offering free events. Don’t miss it. 
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WITS ART MUSEUM 
(WAM) | Corner Jorissen and Bertha Street, Braamfontein

The WITS Art Museum (WAM) has one of the most significant collections 
of African art in the country, collected over a period of nine decades, 
as well as extensive holdings of contemporary South African art. This 
internationally significant classical African art collection was initiated 
against the background of the exclusion of black artists from most 
histories of South African art and the initiation of research into this field 
by academics in different humanities departments at Wits in 1977.
Part of the university, the collection is now housed in a recently 
completed state-of-the-art building in Braamfontein with more than
five exhibition spaces.

BKhz | 68 Juta Street, Braamfontein

Independent art gallery BKhz is the brainchild of Banele Khoza; a 
change from more commercially styled galleries. Here you can expect to 
see some interesting art pieces while learning more about South Africa’s 
up-and-coming and lesser known artists. With Banele’s eye-for-detail 
visible everywhere, and his soft-spoken but discerning nature apparent 
once you meet him, this gallery is a must-see space for both locals and 
tourists. Viewing is by appointment, email info@bkhz.co.za

ARTIVIST | 7 Reserve St, Braamfontein

When your feet won’t move another step and you’re dying of hunger, 
Artivist is your solution. An art-inspired restaurant, the menu is to die for 
with its never-fail proudly South African meals and drinks.
The gallery upstairs expands the plethora of art on the restaurant walls 
with installations and changing exhibitions, and if you’re looking for a 
celebratory venue, there’s one right downstairs. All in all, you won’t find 
better for a cultured night out. 

TOP TIP: BKhz 
It’s in Braamfontein, the cool hub of the inner city, so a visit here
makes sense in the context of the neighbourhood. The gallery is open
on weekends to the public or by appointment. 
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07
CATCH A SNOOZE

By I Know A Guy

 Joburg is a fantastic destination for travellers,

and offers great places to lay your head, no matter the 

location or your pocket. I know A Guy shows you

some great hotels and bed & breakfasts to consider

booking for the period of your stay.
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TEMPLE BOTANICA | 283 Highland Rd, Kensington

You’ve never lived in a giant treehouse overlooking a city before? Well, 
now is your chance. The architectural masterpiece situated on the 
mountainous garden slope of a large property is a fully equipped two-
storey house with a balcony jutting out over the garden below. There’s 
plenty of private space, access to the pool and garden, and a mountain 
walk accessible to guests. The two-minute walk from the parking area 
to the tree house is worth it if it’s just for the views. If you’re lucky you 
might wake to an owl eyeing you from its eyrie in the trees outside your 
window. Free Wi-Fi with password given to you on arrival.  

54 ON BATH | 54 Bath Ave, Rosebank

A Signature Blend of Luxury, Style and Intuitive Service ensures the 
highest level of comfort and enjoyment for business and leisure
travellers alike. Attractions nearby include Rosebank Mall, Sandton City, 
as well as the Gautrain rapid rail system.

BLACK BRICK HOTEL | 25 Fredman Dr, Sandown

Black Brick is a new serviced, luxury residential development, recently 
launched in the heart of Sandton and providing long and short-term 
‘hotel’ living at affordable prices. The idea behind the development is to 
introduce a new type of living model in South Africa, aiming to become 
a global network of residential ‘members clubs’ where residents have 
the freedom to move seamlessly between cities. Investors can buy into a 
network of branded residential properties, either to use themselves, or 
to rent out to tenants. Integrated services such as fibre, entertainment 
packages, cleaning services, air conditioning and others are available. 
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VALLEY VIEW LODGE | 15 Bezuidenhout Ave, 
Bezuidenhout Valley

Set in a tranquil environment in the heart of Bezuidenhout Valley, Valley 
View Lodge provides budget accommodation for the Johannesburg 
traveller. For travellers on a budget, the Lodge provides a newly 
renovated swimming pool, peaceful garden and braai areas, and the 
bar and restaurant are open seven days a week. Comfortable rooms are 
newly refurbished and Wi-Fi is available to guests.

“I Know A Guy is a community of employers, freelancers and people 
like you and I who are looking to find a guy to do the job. It started on 
Facebook with myself and my peers connecting one another and now 
we have an online community of well over 196, 000 members! It’s the 
catalyst behind my Tech Founder title I occasionally and shyly throw 
around and man, has it been a journey. ”

Mbali Ndhlovu  
I know A Guy Group Admin 

HALLMARK HOUSE | Maboneng Precinct, 54 Siemert Rd, 
New Doornfontein

Situated in the Maboneng precinct, Hallmark House has a choice of 
rooms in three categories, De Luxe, Premium and Executive, all of
which offer views of the city or of Turffontein Racecourse. All rooms offer 
the hotel usuals such as electronic safes, Wi-Fi, and complimentary 
coffee and tea.

DITHAKONG B&B | 5361 Morobadilepe St, Pimville Zone 5

The Bed & Breakfast is self-catering, close to many of the Soweto historic 
sites such as the Mandela Museum. You can choose between a double, 
twin or deluxe room, and breakfast is included in the price. The Walter 
Sisulu Square of Dedication and Regina Mundi, the famous church, are local 
landmarks, Maponya Mall is also a four-minute drive away. While you’re
in your car visit the Hector Pieterson Memorial - the Apartheid Museum and 
Sakhumzi Restaurant in Vilakazi Street, are also worth a visit.

TOP TIP: DITHAKONG B&B 
Make a booking by contacting them on WhatsApp, contact number
+27 84 527 6905.
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08
DOWNTOWN JOZI

By City Skate Tours

 In the 19th century a few wood and iron shacks leapt up onto a 

fairly empty highveld plain, where prospectors aimed to become 

rich. Gold!! This precious metal led to the shacks morphing 

into the city of gold, and up until recently incorporated many 

head offices of the central business district. A guided trip to 

downtown by City Skate Tours will open the city’s innards to you, 

the hustle and bustle that’s the engine of this metropolis.
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NEWTOWN
Newtown is part of the Johannesburg inner city regeneration project 
and includes houses, museums, and theatre spaces to satisfy the most 
particular visitor. Easily accessible via the Nelson Mandela Bridge, the 
area boasts three theatres, two art galleries and a well-attended flea 
market on Saturday mornings. You simply cannot miss Museum Africa, 
looking at “the time the world forgot”.

The museum stands at the end of Mary Fitzgerald Square – Mary being 
the first SA female trade unionist. The head sculptures decorating the 
square were all carved by Newtown street artists and are a real asset 
to the space. Just around the corner is the well-known Market Theatre, 
converted in 1974 from a run-down marketplace into a cultural arena for 
some of the country’s best actors and playwrights who were adamant 
that this would be a non-racial theatre. 

MABONENG
Maboneng translates to a place of lights. Before the turn of the century, 
Johannesburg inner city artists had nowhere to work, store or display 
their work. Since 2009 the precinct has grown into a unique and vibrant 
centre housing working artists in their own space, restaurants, coffee 
shops and a bar. The Jozi inner city renaissance project has turned a 
previously dangerous area into a day’s outing for visitors and residents 
alike. Browse the art, buy souvenirs, stop off for lunch, and round your 
day off by taking a guided tour of the city. 

THE CITY’S POPULAR AREAS
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TOP TIP: LIBRARY GARDENS /
BEYERS NAUDÉ SQUARE
During the week, one can also expect a large security presence due to the 
square’s close proximity to the Gauteng Provincial Legislature, making it 
one of the city’s safest areas!

Located right in the centre of town, this building is another throwback
to Johannesburg’s Art Deco era (1920s - 1940s); at that time many 
buildings in the city were designed and built in this style. Today Anstey’s
is a well-known building in the inner city, residential building 
accommodating a diversity of tenants from families all the way to 
academics and researchers. It’s also a meeting place for locals, the name 
Ansteys resonates with many Jozi citizens who knew it as an upmarket
department store. 

ANSTEYS BUILDING | 59 Joubert Street, Corner Jeppe 
Street and Joubert Street

JOZI’S HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

LIBRARY GARDENS/ 
BEYERS NAUDÉ SQUARE 
Beyers Naudé Square, formerly known as the Library Gardens, is 
probably the best place from which to watch skateboarding in the inner 
city. On weekends skaters flock to this area, especially from early to late 
afternoon when the sun is less harsh. When it’s not used by skaters over 
weekends, it’s a popular meeting spot for rallies or marches and is one 
of the city’s few open-air spaces, it boasts an A-grade Johannesburg 
Heritage status.
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CHANCELLOR HOUSE | 46B Wierda Rd W, Wierda 
Valley, Sandton,

Chancellor House is a three-story building in the inner city where the 
law practice of Oliver Tambo and Nelson Mandela’s had its rooms. These 
days it is a freedom struggle museum, with the timeline of Mandela’s 
transition from law into politics well reflected on its windows, giving 
visitors and viewers a better understanding of Mandela’s journey. Well 
placed between the Johannesburg Central Magistrates Court and 
Johannesburg Central Police Station (formerly known as the infamous 
John Vorster Police Station), it played an important role in the lives of 
Black people under apartheid, especially when they were looking for 
quality legal services.

RISSIK STREET POST OFFICE | 21 Sauer St,
Marshalltown

Built in 1897 in the Edwardian style of architecture, this building still 
stands today. As it’s listed as a Johannesburg Heritage Building, 
and has since become a national monument, the façade may not be 
changed in any way, although the inside may be altered. When the 
post office relocated, the building became a shelter for vagrants and 
homeless persons, and its steel core was largely stripped away and sold 
as scrap. Plans for its renovation were approved after it was gutted by 
fire; and the reconstruction project has begun, to restore the building to 
a safe and functional state. It is hoped to use the vast space for either a 
museum or art gallery, or perhaps a concert venue. The tower clock has 
a special history – it is known as the “Coronation Clock” to mark King 
Edward’s coronation.
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